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Abstract
A simple method, called anisotropic transformed stress (ATS) method, is proposed to develop failure
criteria and constitutive models for anisotropic soils. In this method, stress components in different
directions are modified differently in order to reflect the effect of anisotropy. It includes two steps of
mapping of stress. First, a modified stress tensor is introduced which is a symmetric multiplication of
stress tensor and fabric tensor. In the modified stress space, anisotropic soils can be treated to be
isotropic. Second, a transformed stress tensor is derived from the modified stress tensor for the
convenience of developing anisotropic constitutive models to account for the effect of intermediate
principal stress. By replacing the ordinary stress tensor with the transformed stress tensor directly,
the Unified Hardening (UH) model is extended to model the anisotropic deformation of soils.
Anisotropic Lade’s criterion is adopted for shear yield and shear failure in the model. The form of the
original model formulations remain unchanged and the model parameters are independent of the
loading direction. Good agreement between the experimental results and predictions of the
anisotropic UH model is observed.
Keywords: anisotropy; fabric of soils; modified stress tensor; transformed stress tensor; failure
criterion; constitutive relation
1. Introduction
Soils exhibit different stress-strain behaviors and strength properties when loaded in different
directions due to the existence of anisotropy. For instance, Ladd [1] studied the stress-strain
behaviors of isotropically and anisotropically consolidated clays in triaxial compression tests. It was
found that the anisotropic samples showed much higher stiffness, lower axial strain to failure and
strain-softening although the samples were normally consolidated. Duncan and Seed [2] showed that,
when an undisturbed clay sample was loaded in different directions, the maximum difference in
undrained shear strength could reach up to 30%. Arthur and Menzies indicated that the inherent
anisotropy could cause over 200% differences in the axial strains required to reach a given stress
ratio [3], while the stress-induced anisotropy did not significantly influence the shear strength but
caused a deviation between the principal axes of stress and strain increments [4-5]. A series of true
triaxial tests on cross-anisotropic San Francisco Bay mud were conducted by Kirkgard and Lade [6].
It was indicated that the Lade’s criterion overestimated the strengths when the major principal stress
was parallel to the bedding plane. Lade and Abelev [7] investigated the stiffness anisotropy of
﹡ Corresponding Arthur. Tel: 86-10-61716636. Email: ypyao@buaa.edu.cn.
2Nevada sand by isotropic compression tests. The compression modulus along the direction of
deposition was 7.0-7.5 times higher than the bulk modulus.
Such anisotropic mechanical behaviors have significant influence on the design of infrastructures
built in/on soils. Without proper consideration of soil anisotropy, the associated geotechnical design
could be either too dangerous or unnecessarily conservative [8-9]. It is thus desirable to develop
failure criterion and constitutive model which can properly account for the effect of anisotropy on
failure and deformation properties of soils. Hill [10] is among the first to propose an anisotropic
failure criterion. Since this criterion is based on the von Mises criterion, it is not suitable for soils the
behaviors of which are always pressure dependent. An effective way of modelling anisotropic soils is
to introduce a fabric tensor, which describes the internal structural anisotropy of soils [11-13], into
the existing failure criteria/constitutive models for isotropic soils. For instance, Oda and Nakayama
[14] introduced extra items associated with the fabric tensor into the Drucker-Prager’s yield function.
Pietruszczak and Mroz [15-16] proposed a critical plane approach in which cohesion and friction
angle were assumed to vary with the fabric. The critical plane, on which the ratio of shear and
normal stresses reaches the maximum bearing capacity, was found to be the failure plane according
to the Mohr-Coulomb criterion. This method has also been used to extend the Lade’s failure criterion
[17] and to model the anisotropic stress-strain relations of soils [18-19]. Li and Dafalias [20-21] and
Gao et al. [22-23] proposed an anisotropic variable which is a scalar-valued joint invariant of stress
tensor and fabric tensor. Soil properties like failure and dilatancy were assumed to vary with the
anisotropic variable. In summary, all of these methods assume that soil parameters are dependent on
the loading direction. If a general formula   kf ij  is used to represent the isotropic failure/yield
criteria in which k denotes material constants, the methods above will change k to be functions
of the stress tensor ij and the fabric tensor ijF so that anisotropic models can be developed as   ijijij Fkf ,  . These methods are flexible but many parameters for modifying k are needed to
fit the experimental data.
In this paper, to consider the effect of anisotropy on the mechanical behaviors of soils, the relative
magnitudes of stress components in different directions, rather than the soil parameters, are modified
according to the fabric anisotropy. The process and result of the stress modification are shown in Fig.
1. The ordinary stress tensor ij is first modified to be a modified stress tensor ij in order to
account for the effect of anisotropy, then to be a transformed stress tensor ij~ using the TS
(transformed stress) method [24-26] to account for the effect of intermediate principal stress. The
anisotropic constitutive models developed in this paper can be expressed as   kf ij ~ in which k
is still independent of the loading direction.
3Fig. 1 Illustration of the ATS method
2. Fabric tensor
Micromechanical investigations have shown that fabric is the fundamental reason for the anisotropy
of the mechanical behaviors of soils [27-28]. A fabric tensor is essential for constitutive modelling of
anisotropic soils [29-30]. It quantifies the internal structure formed in soils, such as the spatial
distribution of particles, voids or contact normals. Experimental tests show that the preferred
orientation of soil particles would hardly change in monotonic loading even when considerable strain
is reached [5, 12]. Therefore, a constant fabric tensor is adopted in this paper for convenience. Since
the fabric of soils is typically cross-anisotropic, a practical fabric tensor ijF is defined as below if
the principal axes of the material fabric are aligned with the reference coordinates, with the x-y plane
being the isotropic plane which is typically the bedding plane, and z the axis of anisotropy
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where  is a positive variable related to the degree of anisotropy. For most soil deposits, the long
axes of particles tend to be parallel to the x-y plane to remain stable, so that 31 . Smaller value
of  indicates higher degree of anisotropy. When 31 , 3ijijF  and the material is
isotropic, where ij (=1 for ji  and 0 for ji  ) is the Kronecker delta. The fabric tensor
expressed in Eq. (1) must be subjected to orthogonal transformation if the reference frame changes or
the material fabric plane is rotated.
43. Modified stress tensor
3.1 Basic formula
In order to model the mechanical behaviors of anisotropic soils, a convenient and effective way is to
introduce the fabric tensor into the existing isotropic failure criteria and constitutive models. The
most direct method is to use the fabric tensor to modify the strength or stiffness parameters in the
models to be variables with the loading direction [15-23]. In this paper, fabric tensor is used to
modify the stress. Based on the work of Tobita [31-32], a modified stress tensor is introduced as the
product of ijF and the ordinary stress tensor ij as follows
 kjikkjikij FF   23 (2)
It can be seen that ij is symmetric and has the dimension of stress. The coefficient 3/2 makes
ijij   when the material is isotropic ( 3ijijF  ). This multiplication can be interpreted as that the
relative magnitudes of components of ij in different directions are modified differently according
to the material fabric. After the modification, the anisotropic soil is equivalent to a ‘virtual’ isotropic
soil in the modified stress space. That is to say, when loaded from different directions, the anisotropic
soil exhibits similar strength or stiffness properties from the view of the modified stress. Therefore,
the mechanical description for anisotropic soils becomes much easier to be developed.
3.2 Analysis in two special cases
Expressions of ij under two special loading cases (Fig. 2) are shown here to analyse how ij is
capable of describing the anisotropy of soils and to facilitate the discussion in the subsequent
sections.
Case 1: True triaxial loading with horizontal bedding plane
When the soil with horizontal bedding plane is subjected to true triaxial loading shown in Fig. 2a,
ij can be expressed
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where Z , X and Y represent principal stresses in the physical space  YXZ ,, , respectively.
Since 31 , it can be seen from Eq. (3a) that ZZ   , XX   and YY   ( Z , X and
Y are principal values of ij , respectively). Some properties of anisotropic soils can be explained
by ij .
If YXZ   , one will get YXZ   , which means that the stress state in the modified
stress space is anisotropic although isotropic compression is carried on in fact. Therefore, ij can be
5used to predict the anisotropic deformations in isotropic compression tests [7].
Fig. 2 True triaxial loading condition with (a) horizontal bedding plane and (b) inclined bedding
plane
In this study, the conventional triaxial compression with the major principal stress being parallel to
the direction of deposition ( YXZ   ) is termed VC loading and the triaxial compression with
the major principal stress being perpendicular to the direction of deposition ( YXZ   ) is
termed HC loading (Fig. 2a). In VC and HC loading, even if identical major and minor principal
stresses are applied, the modified stresses are different since the stress modification is related to the
direction. Therefore, anisotropy is revealed from the difference.
Case 2: True triaxial loading with inclined bedding plane
When the bedding plane is rotated around the X-axis as shown in Fig. 2b, orthogonal transformation
for fabric tensor is needed when calculating ij because the principal axes of the fabric tensor yxz ,, do not coincide with the reference frame  YXZ ,, . Then ij in  YXZ ,, can be
expressed as
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6where  is the angle between the vertical direction and direction of deposition. Note that there are
shear stress components in ij although only normal stresses are applied. Thus, sample distortion
will be predicted in this case if ij is used to calculate soil deformation. Again, this is supported by
experimental observations [33-34].
It can be concluded from above that ij provides a new manner to reflect the effect of anisotropy.
Since anisotropic soils have been equivalent to isotropic soils in the modified stress space, the
existing failure criteria such as the Lade’s criterion [35], SMP criterion [36] or generalized non-linear
strength criterion [37] can be extended to be anisotropic failure criteria by replacing ij with ij .
However, it is not suitable to introduce ij directly into constitutive models such as the Cam-clay
model [38-39]. Because the Cam-clay model was originally established under triaxial compression
condition. It will bring in error if the Cam-clay model expressed by ij is used to model the
stress-strain relation of anisotropic soils without a proper consideration of the effect of intermediate
principal stress. It is necessary to point out that the stress state is generally three-dimensional in
geotechnical engineering. And what’s more, even if triaxial compression loading is carried on, the
stress state in the modified stress space will become true triaxial state. For example, in HC loading,
one can get YXZ   according to Eq. (3a). And even shear stress components will appear if
the bedding plane is inclined (see Eq. (3b)). Therefore, the stress modification makes it more urgent
to extend constitutive models to account for the effect of intermediate principal stress.
4. Transformed stress tensor
There are many methods to generalize constitutive models from the triaxial compression stress state
to the 3D stress state, such as using a shape function of Lode’s angle [40-41]. These methods have
been discussed in Ref. [26]. In this paper, TS method [24-26] is used. In order to achieve the
generalization, failure criteria, such as the Lade’s criterion, are adopted for shear yield and shear
failure of soils in the constitutive models in TS method. However, since the yield/failure curve in the
deviatoric plane is irregular according to these criteria, they cannot be combined with constitutive
models conveniently. TS method adopts a mapping of stress to consider the effect of intermediate
principal stress, just like the stress modification to consider the effect of anisotropy. It projects the
irregular yield/failure curve to its circumcircle by a mapping from ij to the transformed stress
tensor ij~ . In the transformed stress space, the shape of the yield surfaces in different meridian
planes are adopted to be the same with that in the triaxial compression meridian plane. Therefore,
constitutive models can be readily generalized to the true triaxial state in the transformed stress space,
and then back to the ordinary stress space, the effect of intermediate principal stress can be reflected.
Referring to the original formula of TS method for isotropic materials [26], a mapping from ij to
ij~ can be established as below
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where 3iip  ,    23 ijijijij ppq   are mean stress and deviatoric stress of ij ,
respectively; cq is the deviatoric stress at the triaxial compression state of the yield curve in the
deviatoric plane of the modified stress space. The expression of cq should be derived from the
failure criterion. For the Lade’s criterion which will be used in this paper, cq is expressed as
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where 1I and 3I are the first and third invariants of ij , respectively. Derivation of cq refers to
Ref. [25]. cq can also be derived from other failure criteria such as the SMP criterion [24] and the
generalized non-linear strength criterion [37]. But the Lade’s criterion fits better with the
experimental data in the model verification. Note that ijij  ~ at the triaxial compression state in
the modified stress space.
It can be verified from Eq. (4) that after the stress transformation, the following three equations are
always satisfied
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where 3~~ iip  and    2~~~~3~ ijijijij ppq   are mean stress and deviatoric stress of ij~ ,
respectively;  and ~ are Lode’s angles of ij and ij~ , respectively. Eq. (7) demonstrates that
the yield/failure curve in the deviatoric plane of the transformed stress space is a circle with its radius
being cq .
From ij to ij , the effect of anisotropy is considered; and from ij to ij~ , the effect of
intermediate principal stress is considered. These two steps of stress transformation can work
together, called the anisotropic transformed stress (ATS) method. With the help of ij~ , it is much
easier to develop failure criteria and constitutive models which can account for the effects of
anisotropy and intermediate principal stress together.
5. Anisotropic Lade’s criterion
5.1 Criterion expressed in the modified stress space
8In the modified stress space, the Lade’s criterion can be used to describe the strength of anisotropic
soils. Hence, anisotropic Lade’s criterion is developed as below
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where C is a constant independent of loading directions and stress paths. The value of C can be
determined by VC test or HC test or any other loading conditions. For VC loading, one can get
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and for HC loading one has
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where vM and hM denote the failure stress ratio pq ( 3iip  is mean stress and   23 ijijijij ppq   is deviatoric stress) in VC test and HC test, respectively. The
determination of  is discussed in Section 7.1.
In this paper, anisotropy is considered through stress modification. ij contains the information of
the material anisotropy and loading direction so that other failure criteria, such as the SMP criterion
and the generalized non-linear strength criterion, can also be extended in the same way. Therefore, if
  kf ij  represents the isotropic criteria in which k denotes the material constant, anisotropic
criteria can be expressed as   kf ij  . In   kf ij  , k is still constant and independent of the
loading direction. The form of the expression remain unchanged in the modified stress space and
only one parameter  is added.
5.2 Criterion expressed in the transformed stress space
The anisotropic Lade’s criterion can also be expressed using ij~ as below
M
p
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where M is the failure stress ratio pq in the triaxial compression state of the modified stress
space. For cross-anisotropic soils, M is a function of vM as follows
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Note that Eqs. (8) and (10) are essentially equivalent.
Failure criterion can be first established as a simple form (Eq. (10)) in the transformed stress space.
Then using the mappings of stress in Eqs. (4) and (2), the failure criterion in the modified stress
space and that in the ordinary stress space can be obtained successively. Fig. 3 shows the 3D failure
9surfaces of anisotropic Lade’s criterion in three stress spaces. The failure surface in the transformed
stress space is a cone. In the modified stress space, its cross-section in the deviatoric plane is a
curved triangle which is symmetric about all the three principal stress axes, similar to the isotropic
Lade’s criterion. In the ordinary stress space, it can be seen that the hydrostatic axis locates no longer
in the center of the failure surface. The intercepts of its cross-section on three principal stress axes
are not the same. So that anisotropy is revealed.
(a) transformed stress space (b) modified stress space
(c) ordinary stress space
Fig. 3 Failure surfaces in three stress spaces
5.3 Parametric study
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The shape of the failure curve in the deviatoric plane of the ordinary stress space is dependent on the
degree of fabric anisotropy and loading direction. Two quantities,  and  , can reflect the effects
of these two factors, respectively.
Fig. 4 shows a series of failure curves under the loading Case 1. To study the effect of  , vM is
supposed to be a constant. The deviatoric plane is divided into three sectors. In SectorⅠ,Ⅱ andⅢ,
Z is the major, intermediate and minor principal stress, respectively. The loading condition at
 0 corresponds to the VC test, those at  120 and 240 correspond to the HC test, and
that at  180 corresponds to the VE test ( YXZ   , triaxial extension with the minor
principal stress being parallel to the direction of deposition). The failure curves always pass through
the same point on the Z -axis as vM is constant. The Z -axis is the only axis of symmetry of
these curves as the soil is cross-anisotropic. When 31 , the soil fabric is isotropic and the failure
curve is also isotropic. In this case, the anisotropic Lade’s criterion is recovered to the isotropic
Lade’s criterion (see the broken line in Fig. 4). When 31 , the failure curve shrinks at the same
 as the value of  decreases. This indicates  is a parameter measuring not only the fabric
anisotropy but also the strength anisotropy of soils.
Fig. 4 Effect of the degree of fabric anisotropy on soil strength
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Fig. 5 shows the failure curves of anisotropic Lade’s criterion with 30.0 in the loading Case 2.
The effect of the loading direction can be observed from these curves. The failure curve is symmetric
about the Z -axis when  0 . When the direction of deposition is rotated in the Y-Z plane, the
failure curve becomes symmetric about the X -axis when  45 , and symmetric about the
Y -axis when  90 . There are two intersection points for the three curves which lie on the
positive and negative sides of the X -axis, respectively.
Fig. 5 Effect of the loading direction on soil strength
Fig. 6 shows the relation between the friction angle  and  under the triaxial compression state
according to the anisotropic Lade’s criterion. It can be seen that  decreases with 
monotonically when the soil is anisotropic. And as the value of  decreases, the difference between
friction angles of VC and HC tests will enlarge.
Fig. 6 Variation of φ with δ in the triaxial compression tests
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6. Anisotropic UH model
6.1 Isotropic UH model in triaxial compression
As a representative example, the UH (unified hardening) model will be generalized to account for
soil anisotropy using the ATS method in this paper. It is helpful to have a brief introduction of the
isotropic UH model first. More detailed description of the model can be found in Yao et al. [42-43].
The UH model uses an elliptical current yield surface of the same shape as that of the modified
Cam-clay model (Fig. 7). The current stress point always lies on the current yield surface. A
reference yield surface which is similar to the current yield surface is employed to model the effect
of overconsolidation on soil behavior. A radial mapping rule with the mapping center being the origin
of the qp  coordinate system is used. In Fig. 7,  ','B qp is the ‘image’ stress state for the
current stress state  qp,A . A stress quantity with a prim indicates that it is associated with the
reference yield surface in this paper.
Fig. 7 Yield surfaces of UH model
The following is the expression for the yield surface f and plastic potential g
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where pq ; 0xp is the intercept of the current yield surface on the p -axis in the initial
condition; M is the critical state ratio of triaxial compression;   0p 1 ec   where  and
 are the slope of the normal compression line (NCL) and swelling line in the pe ln coordinate
system, respectively; e is the void ratio and 0e represents its initial value. The unified hardening
parameter H which is essential for modelling the dilatancy and strain softening of
overconsolidated clays is defined as
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where pvd is the plastic volumetric strain increment and fM is the potential failure stress ratio.
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Since both the zero-tension line and Hvorslev envelope are boundaries that the stress path should not
exceed, Yao et al. [43] proposed to use a parabolic Hvorslev envelop to model the strength of
overconsolidated clays. fM is the stress ratio of the point on the parabolic Hvorslev envelop with
the same mean stress as Point  qp,A and can be expressed as:
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where R measures the degree of overconsolidation at the current stress level (Fig. 7). When the
overconsolidation ratio is infinite ( 0R ), 3f M which is the slope of the zero-tension line;
while at the critical state, soil turns to be normally consolidated ( 1R ) and fM is equal to M .
The reference yield surface 'f is expressed as
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where 0'xp is the intercept of the reference yield surface on the p -axis in the initial condition. 'f
represents the normally consolidated state of the soil and adopts plastic volumetric strain pv as its
hardening parameter. The attenuation of overconsolidation during loading is reflected by the
evolution of these two surfaces. Based on the expressions for the current yield surface, reference
yield surface and mapping rule, one can get the overconsolidation parameter R as below
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The initial value of R equals to the reciprocal of the overconsolidation ratio (OCR ) when the soil
has been subjected to isotropic compression. R increases with the loading and reaches the
maximum value of 1 at the critical state.
6.2 Anisotropic UH model
Without changing the model framework, the UH model can be readily extended to account for the
influence of anisotropy and intermediate principal stress at one time when ij in the formulations is
replaced by ij~ . In the transformed stress space, the expressions for the current yield surface, plastic
potential and reference yield surface of the anisotropic UH model are
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where pq ~~~  ; 0~xp and 0'~ xp are the intercepts of the initial current/reference yield surface on
the p~ -axis, respectively. Evolution law for H~ is
p
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M
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The slope of the zero-tension line in the modified/transformed stress space is still 3. As a result,
substituting M for M , the potential failure stress ratio f
~M is obtained as below
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where
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The overconsolidation parameter R~ is still derived from the reference yield function in Eq. (19) as
below
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The original UH model and anisotropic UH model are compared in Table 1. It can be seen that the
form of the formulations including yield function, plastic potential and hardening parameter in the
anisotropic UH model remain the same with those of the original UH model.
From the derivation of the elastoplastic constitutive tensor ijklD (shown in the Appendix), it can be
seen that no more extra items is added to ijklD compared with the general form of ijklD . It is worth
mentioning that ij~ just provides a mathematical tool for the convenience of developing 3D
constitutive models. Each part of ijklD can be expressed in terms of ij explicitly, as ij~ is an
explicit function of ij . Therefore, the constitutive equation klijklij D  dd  is still a function of ij ,
like all the other constitutive models.
6.3 Yield surfaces and loading-unloading criterion
The current yield surfaces of the anisotropic UH model in three stress spaces are plotted in Fig. 8. On
these surfaces, the longitude lines can be regarded as yield curves in the meridian planes with
different values of Lode’s angle, while the latitude lines can be regarded as yield curves in the
deviatoric planes with different values of mean stress. The 3D yield surface in the transformed stress
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in Fig. 8a is plotted according to Eq. (18). It can be seen that the yield surface is an ellipsoid which is
symmetric about the p~ -axis. If ij~ in Eq. (18) is replaced by the function of ij in Eq. (4), the
yield function in the modified stress space can be obtained and then the yield surface is plotted in Fig.
8b. The yield curves in the meridian planes shrink as the intermediate principal stress coefficient
increases. And the shape of the yield curve in the deviatoric plane is similar to a circle at a low value
of the stress ratio pq , and to a triangle if the ratio is high, which correspond to the Lade’s criterion.
Using the relation of ij and ij in Eq. (2), a 3D yield surface, which can reflect the effect of
anisotropy, is plotted in the ordinary stress space as shown in Fig. 8c. The yield surface is not
symmetric about the hydrostatic axis due to the existence of anisotropy. The direction and degree of
this inclination is related to the loading direction and the degree of anisotropy.
Table 1. Comparison of the original UH model with the anistropic UH model
Original UH model Anisotropic UH model
Stress
tensor ij

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(a) transformed stress space (b) modified stress space
(c) ordinary stress space
Fig. 8 Yield surfaces in three stress spaces
Yield curves and critical state lines (CSLs) in the meridian plane on which the Lode’s angle equals to
0 (VC loading) and 180 (VE loading) in three stress spaces are shown in Fig. 9. In the
transformed stress space, the yield curve is an ellipse symmetric about the horizontal axis (Fig. 9a)
and the slope of CSLs of VC and VE loading are equal. In the modified stress space, the yield curve
in the extension side shrinks while the yield curve in the compression side is the same as that in the
transformed stress space since ijij  ~ at the triaxial compression state (Fig. 9b). It can be seen in
Fig. 9c that in the ordinary stress space, the yield curve rotates upwards from the p -axis. The
rotation angle of the yield curve will be larger as the degree of anisotropy increases (smaller value of
 ). This kind of yield curve conforms to the general cognition of the yielding of anisotropic soils
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[44-45].
(a) transformed stress space (b) modified stress space
(c) ordinary stress space
Fig. 9 Yield curves in the meridian plane of three stress spaces
The judgment of loading or unloading is conducted in the transformed stress space as below
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


 

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)(softening loading  ~~
0~d
)(hardening loading0~d
f
f
x 

M
M
p
px
(24)
where xp~ is the intercept of the current yield surface in the transformed stress space on the p~ -axis.
It is necessary to explain why the anisotropic soil shows higher stiffness and lower axial strain to
failure in VC test than those in HC test based on the anisotropic UH model. Suppose VC test is
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conducted from the isotropic consolidation state ( YXZ   ), one has YXZ   at the very
beginning according to Eq. (3a) since 31 . As the loading continues, Z increases and gets
closer to X and Y . The deviatoric stress of the modified or transformed stress tensor decreases
first so that the current yield surface will shrink. According to the loading-unloading criterion, the
sample will experience elastic unloading and turn to be overconsolidated. Therefore, the initial
stiffness is high and the strain to failure is low in VC test. And after reaching the peck strength,
strain-softening might occur even though the soil is originally normally consolidated, if the degree of
anisotropy is large enough. This theory can be used to explain the strain-softening of anisotropically
normally consolidated Kawasaki clay in triaxial compression tests [1].
7. Model verification
7.1 Parameter determination
There are five parameters in the anisotropic UH model: M ,  ,  ,  and  . Among them, the
first four parameters are inherited from the original UH model. The following is the method of
parameter determination.
(1) :  measures the degree of fabric anisotropy and should have been determined according
to the microscopic statistics of every particle or particle cluster in the sample. But for lack of
relevant data, it is recommended that  should be determined based on the strength
anisotropy. According to the strengths of VC and HC loading,  can be obtained as below
by combining Eqs. (9a) and (9b)
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(2)M : After  is determined, M can be readily obtained based on Eq. (11).
(3) : Theoretically,  should be determined according to the results of test in which the
modified stress states satisfy the isotropic compression condition ( YXZ   ).  is the
slope of NCL in the pe ln diagram. But this stress path is difficult to achieve via
conventional tests. Investigations show that pe ln curves obtained by compression tests in
which stress ratios XZ  are kept to be different constants are a series of parallel lines for
normally consolidated clays, which means that the values of  are the same. In fact,
isotropic compression test in the ordinary stress space ( YXZ   ) is equivalent to a test
in which the ratio of modified stresses XZ  is equal to a certain value. Therefore,  can
be still determined conveniently by the isotropic compression test.
(4) and  :  is the slope of the swelling line in the pe ln diagram, and  is the
Poisson’s ratio. Both of them describe the elastic properties of soils. Data from the isotropic
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compression test showed that the elastic components of strains of anisotropic soils could be
considered to be isotropic [46]. Thus,  can be determined by the isotropic compression test
together with  .
7.2 Model prediction of strength anisotropy of soils
A series of drained true triaxial tests were carried out on normally consolidated San Francisco Bay
Mud [6]. The experimental results are projected in the same deviatoric plane with kPa5001 I (Fig.
10a). Fig. 10 shows the comparison between the test data and the predictions of both the isotropic
Lade’s criterion and anisotropic Lade’s criterion. The parameters are listed in Fig. 10a. v and h
are friction angles measured by VC test and HC test, respectively, with  vvv sin3sin6  M
and  hhh sin3sin6  M . According to Eqs. (25), (26) and (11), one can get 311.0 and
11.1M . Note that only v is used to determine the parameter for the isotropic criterion. From
Fig. 10a, it can be seen that the anisotropic Lade's criterion provides a good fit for strengths in all the
three sectors, with the failure points being distributed evenly on the two sides of the predicted failure
curve. Fig. 10b shows the relationship between the friction angle  and the intermediate principal
stress coefficient b [    3132   ]. The anisotropic Lade's criterion is able to reflect the
influence of anisotropy on  and the differences between the predicted and measured values are
less than  3~2 . The isotropic failure criterion only captures the test data in the SectorⅠ where the
effect of soil anisotropy on failure is negligible.
(a) Failure curves in the deviatoric plane (b) φ-b
Fig. 10 Comparisons of the anisotropic and isotropic Lade's criterion with the data from true triaxial
tests for San Francisco Bay Mud (data from Kirkgard and Lade, 1993)
Predictions of the isotropic and anisotropic Lade’s criteria are also compared with the true triaxial
test data for dense Santa Monica Beach sand [47] in Fig. 11. The results are projected in the same
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deviatoric plane with kPa6001 I . The parameters are listed in Fig. 11a, and one can get 316.0
and 81.1M using the same method as that for the San Francisco Bay Mud. As shown in Fig. 11a,
there is good agreement between the anisotropic criterion prediction and test data in Sector Ⅰ and
Sector Ⅱ of the deviatoric plane. Both the anisotropic and isotropic criteria overestimate the soil
strength in SectorⅢ while the anisotropic criterion gives better prediction. Fig. 11b indicates that the
anisotropic criterion reflects the relative magnitudes of friction angles in three sectors basically and
gives good prediction when b is close to 0 or 1. Nevertheless, in the midrange of b -values,
friction angles are overestimated. Lade [17] attributed it to the effect of shear banding in the
hardening regime which may have reduced the strength of sand. Were the deformation uniform in
this b range, the friction angles could have reached the predictions of the anisotropic criterion.
(a) Failure curves in the deviatoric plane (b) φ-b
Fig. 11 Comparisons of the anisotropic and isotropic Lade's criterion with the data from true triaxial
tests for Santa Monica Beach sand (data from Abelev and Lade, 2004)
7.3 Model prediction of deformation anisotropy of soils
7.3.1 Isotropic compression test on Nevada sand
Isotropic compression tests were performed on Nevada sand to study its cross-anisotropic behavior
[7]. The samples were prepared by funnel deposition followed by tapping in order to produce large
degree of anisotropy. The relative density was controlled to be around 30%. During the test, the
sample was first isotropically compressed until p reaches over 1800kPa and then unloaded.
Isotropic and anisotropic UH models are used to predict the stress-strain relation. It should be
mentioned that an elliptical yield surface intersecting the p-axis is not suitable for modelling sand
response under general loading conditions, especially when the stress path follows the yield curve
closely, because sand is very sensitive to stress ratio changes. In this test, 0 and ~ are both
kept low and constant and it is found that the UH model is able to predict the anisotropic deformation
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of the sand sample approximately. Fig. 12a and Fig. 12b show the variations of the volumetric strain
v and the principal strain along the direction of deposition a with p , respectively. The solid
line is the prediction of the anisotropic UH model while the dotted line is that of the isotropic UH
model. Parameters used in the anisotropic UH model are listed in Table 2, and the same parameters
are used in the isotropic model except 31 . In the pv diagram, predictions of these two
models are almost coincident because ppp ~ in the isotropic compression stress state. But
according to the isotropic model, the predicted a always equals to one third of v , which is far
from the experimental data. Using a certain value of  , good prediction of a can be got
according to the anisotropic UH model while maintaining reasonable prediction of v .
Table 2. Summary of model parameters in this paper
Materials M     0e
Loose Nevada sand (Lade et al.,
2005)
1.68 0.022 0.007 0.30 0.280 0.772
Lightly overconsolidated Kaolin
clay (Mitchell, 1972)
0.87 0.14 0.05 0.20 0.326 0.8
K0 normally consolidated and
overconsolidated Kaolin clay
(Stipho, 1978)
1.08
1.03
0.14 0.05 0.20
0.325
0.310
0.950~
1.094
(a) volumetric strain (b) axial strain
Fig. 12 Comparisons of the anisotropic and isotropic UH models with the data from isotropic
compression tests of Nevada sand (data from Lade and Abelev, 2005)
7.3.2 Triaxial tests on isotropically consolidated Kaolin clay
Fig. 13 shows the comparison between the anisotropic UH model prediction and experimental data
on Kaolin clay [48]. The samples were lightly overconsolidated and trimmed along the vertical and
horizontal directions. Parameters are listed in Table 2. Among them,  and  are determined
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according to the values suggested by Banerjee and Yousif [49]. In order to determine M and  ,
vM and hM are first obtained based on the deviatoric stresses and pore pressures at the critical
state. Then  is calculated by Eqs. (25) and (26), and M is calculated by Eq. (11). The model
gives good simulation of the qa relations and effective stress paths but slightly overestimates
the excess pore pressure u for both samples. Nevertheless, the anisotropic UH model is capable of
capturing the trend that the vertical sample shows higher stiffness and undrained shear strength. In
addition, it is interesting to note that the development of excess pore pressure is basically
independent of the loading direction, which is well captured by the anisotropic UH model.
(a) stress-strain curve (b) pore pressure-strain curve
(c) effective stress path
Fig. 13 Comparisons of the anisotropic UH model with the data from undrained VC and HC tests of
isotropically consolidated Kaolin clay (data from Mitchell, 1972)
7.3.3 Triaxial tests on anisotropically consolidated Kaolin clay
A series of undrained triaxial compression and extension tests are conducted on K0-consolidated
Kaolin clay with different initial sOCR by Stipho [50]. The total confining pressure was kept
constant in all the tests. Comparison between the predictions of the anisotropic UH model and test
data is shown in Fig. 14 ( 25.10 K ) and Fig. 15 ( 5.10 K ). In the Figs. 14 and 15, cp is the the
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mean preconsolidation pressure. Parameters used in the model are shown in Table 2. Among them,
the value of  is determined based on the strength of VC and VE tests at 1OCR . From these
figures, good agreement between the model predictions and test data can be observed.
(a) effective stress path (b) stress-strain curve
(c) pore pressure-strain curve
Fig. 14 Comparisons of the anisotropic UH model with the data from VC and VE tests of
K0-consolidated Kaolin clay with different initial OCRs (K0=1.25, data from Stipho, 1978)
8. Conclusions and Prospects
The ATS method is proposed in this paper. It includes two steps of stress transformation to account
for the effect of anisotropy and intermediate principal stress on the mechanical behaviors of soils.
The concrete formulas of the ATS method are summarized in Fig. 1. The Lade’s criterion is extended
to be anisotropic. The anisotropic Lade’s criterion can describe the effect of fabric anisotropy and
loading direction on soil strength. The anisotropic UH model is developed by replacing ij in the
original UH model with ij~ . The form of the original model formulations including yield function,
plastic potential and hardening law remain unchanged. The shear yield and shear failure of soils are
described by the anisotropic Lade’s criterion. Compared with the original UH model, only one soil
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anisotropy parameter  , which can be easily obtained using laboratory tests, is added. The other
parameters are all independent of the loading direction. Good agreement between the model
predictions and test results is observed.
(a) effective stress path (b) stress-strain curve
(c) pore pressure-strain curve
Fig. 14 Comparisons of the anisotropic UH model with the data from VC and VE tests of
K0-consolidated Kaolin clay with different initial OCRs (K0=1.5, data from Stipho, 1978)
Since the transformed stress tensor used in the model formulations is a function of the modified
stress tensor which is a direct multiplication of the stress tensor and fabric tensor, the model response
is always dependent on the fabric. However, there are aspects of soil response which do not depend
on the material fabric. For example, the critical state stress ratio is found to be almost independent of
fabric anisotropy [11]. The proposed method cannot describe this. More work will be done to fully
consider different aspects of constitutive response of anisotropic soils in the future.
Appendix: Derivation of elastoplastic constitutive tensor
The elastic components of strains are considered to be isotropic, so that according to the Hooke’s law,
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the relationship between the stress increment ijd and the elastic strain increment ed ij is given as
 peee dddd klklijklklijklij DD   (A1)
where ijd total strain increment; pd ij plastic strain increment; and eijklD elastic constitutive
tensor, which is expressed by
 jkiljlikklijijkl GGKD    3
2e (A2)
where K and G elastic bulk and shear moduli, which are given respectively as
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Since parameters are independent of loading direction, the total differential of the yield function in
Eq. (18) is still
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The direction of plastic flow is normal to the plastic potential surface in the ij~ space (see Eq. (18))
as
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Substituting Eqs. (A1) and (A6) into Eq. (A5), the plastic factor can be obtained as
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Then substituting Eqs. (A6) and (A7) into Eq. (A1) gives
klijklij D  dd  (A8)
where ijklD the elastoplastic constitutive tensor, which can be rewritten as
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where ijF should have been transformed to the physical space  YXZ ,, , and
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Notation
b intermediate principal stress coefficient
ijklD elastoplastic constitutive tensor
e
ijklD elastic constitutive tensor
e void ratio
0e initial void ratio
ijF fabric tensor
G elastic shear modulus
H unified hardening parameter
H~ unified hardening parameter in the transformed stress space
1I , 3I first and third stress invariants, respectively
1I , 3I first and third stress invariants of the modified stress tensor, respectively
K elastic bulk modulus
M critical state stress ratio of triaxial compression
fM potential failure stress ratio
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hM failure/critical state stress ratio of HC test
vM failure/critical state stress ratio of VC test
M failure/critical state stress ratio of triaxial compression in the modified stress space
f
~M potential failure stress ratio in the transformed stress space
p mean stress
0xp intercept of the initial current yield surface on the p -axis
'p mean stress at reference stress point
0'xp intercept of the initial reference yield surface on the p -axis
p mean stress of the modified stress tensor
p~ mean stress of the transformed stress tensor
xp~ intercept of the current yield surface on the p~ -axis in the transformed stress space
0
~
xp intercept of the initial current yield surface on the p~ -axis in the transformed stress space
0'~ xp intercept of the initial reference yield surface on the p~ -axis in the transformed stress space
q deviatoric stress
'q deviatoric stress at reference stress point
q deviatoric stress of the modified stress tensor
q~ deviatoric stress of the transformed stress tensor
cq deviatoric stress at the triaxial compression state in the modified stress space
R overconsolidation parameter
R~ overconsolidation parameter in the transformed stress space
u excess pore pressure
 angle between the Z-axis and direction of deposition
ij Kronecker delta
 principal value of fabric tensor
ij total strain tensor
e
ij elastic strain tensor
p
ij plastic strain tensor
p
v plastic volumetric strain
 stress ratio
~ stress ratio of the transformed stress tensor
 Lode’s angle
 Lode’s angle of the modified stress tensor
~ Lode’s angle of the transformed stress tensor
 slope of swelling line
 slope of normal compression line
 Poisson’s ratio
ij stress tensor
ij modified stress tensor
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ij~ transformed stress tensor
 internal friction angle
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